CASHING IN ON CRUMBLING
INFRASTRUCTURE

The dual threat our cities face from private
water and Trump's infrastructure plan

T

oday, U.S. cities, which for decades
have struggled to keep up their
water systems with diminishing
federal support, face a dual threat.
The private water industry has been
promising efficiency and investment,
but instead has delivered corner-cutting
measures and has failed to invest in the
infrastructure our cities truly need. Now
the Trump administration has proposed
an infrastructure plan1 that would further
pad the profits of the private sector,
while failing to solve our cities’ water
infrastructure crisis.

The Trump administration’s proprivatization stance represents
a dream come true for private
water corporations and their trade
associations like the National
Association of Water Companies.
Yet Trump’s infrastructure approach
is a nightmare for cities desperate
for federal support for maintenance,
repair, and improvement of their aging
water systems.
Why? Trump’s plan is little more
than a corporate welfare initiative
for large, private corporations. It
would provide up to $137 billion in tax
credits for corporate investors, with no
mechanism to prioritize needed projects
or ensure results. And the water
industry is already angling for Trump
to grant unfettered access to other
subsidies and tax breaks. The National
Association of Water Companies has
told the president-elect that it is “eager
to work with [his] administration
to open the door” to a slate of proprivatization policies.2

In Baltimore (pictured above) and other cities across the country, communities have expressed grave concerns
about public-private partnerships in the water sector.

Trump’s plan and the water industry’s policy wish list are dangerous for cities
because they would:
1.

Cede control of public resources (like water systems) to private
corporations, making the privatization of essential parts of our public
infrastructure even more attractive and accessible to corporations. Driven by the
profit incentive, the private water industry has a track record of cutting corners
that can lead to serious health hazards, labor abuses, and infrastructure neglect,
as well as implementing rate hikes that disproportionately impact low-income
communities.3

2. Fail to ensure infrastructure repair and expansion where it is most needed.
Corporations are mandated to maximize shareholder profit, so even with
massive tax credits they seek out only profitable projects. Giving incentives to
the private industry via subsidies or tax breaks will not solve our infrastructure
crisis because corporations will never take on infrastructure projects that are
desperately needed but not profitable. (And the public would waste money via
unneeded subsidies to corporations investing in profitable projects.)
Both Trump and the for-profit water industry ignore the solution we know
works: investing in public funding and financing programs that address our
highest priority infrastructure needs.

Rather than giving away billions in tax
breaks or subsidies to the private sector,
the federal government could fund
infrastructure grants, increase funding
to the Drinking Water State Revolving
Fund (the primary source of federal
funding for drinking water systems), and
leverage public financing at the state
and municipal levels—proven methods
for building strong, publicly controlled
water systems and other infrastructure.
Mayors should be wary of the false
solutions presented by the private
water industry, and the false promises
of an infrastructure plan that offers
more of the same. Mayors can pursue
public solutions to water-related
challenges, including public-public
partnerships, green bonds, and other
municipal bonds or taxes needed for
infrastructure projects.
To bolster the national commitment
to public funding for our water
systems, mayors can join the call to
our federal government to reprioritize
public funding for this essential
infrastructure.
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Private water’s role in lead contamination crises
In Flint, the private water corporation Veolia failed to warn of possible
lead contamination despite documenting a lack of adequate corrosion
control. It even declared Flint’s water to be safe. Announcing his
suit alleging Veolia committed professional negligence and fraud,4
Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette has accused Veolia of
“callously and fraudulently” dismissing medical concerns by claiming
that “some people may be sensitive to any water.”5
The Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority has similarly brought Veolia
into arbitration for gross mismanagement of its water system that
violated federal and state safety regulations for water treatment.6
Now, the city’s water has lead concentrations exceeding the EPA’s
“action level.”7

Private water corporations do not adequately invest
in infrastructure
For example, in Hoboken, New Jersey, residents experienced 20 main
breaks in 2016 alone.8 Suez, the corporation charged with maintaining
the system, invests a paltry $350,000 per year for capital improvements
while extracting millions in revenue—$8 million in 2011 alone.9 Suez
claims the main breaks will continue until the city—and its taxpayers—
invest more of their own funds to update the city’s infrastructure.10

Skyrocketing rates as a result of private water deals
In Bayonne, New Jersey, a privatization deal involving Suez and private
equity firm KKR has left residents with skyrocketing rates. The upfront
payment the city received has come at a very high price to residents,
who are left to pay back not only the upfront payment amount, but also
the added cost of investment returns that the private sector demands.11
Some residents, struggling to pay their water bills (which have already
increased by nearly 28 percent since the deal went through) have even
had liens placed on their homes that could lead to foreclosure.12
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